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2013 Graduate Student Liaison
Casey Stannard

2013 ITAA Council
President
Sherry Schofield
Kent State University
President-Elect
Mary Lynn Damhorst
Iowa State University
Treasurer
Marianne Bickle
University of South Carolina

Secretary
Harriet McLeod
Kent State University

Counselor
Kathleen Rees
Texas A&M University-Kingsville

Greetings,
I'm very excited to begin working as the 2013 ITAA
Graduate Liaison.
I have a keen interest in graduate students and have served
as a graduate student representative in both my master's and
PhD programs. I am currently a doctoral student at Oregon
State University and have a focus on handcraft in
contemporary America. Previously, I attended Washington
State University for my undergraduate and earned my
master's degree at Colorado State University.
I am extremely interested in hearing from any graduate
members about ideas for improving their experience with ITAA. As graduate liaison I am
hoping to make the ideas of graduate students known. I will also strive to connect
graduate students with professional members of the organization. I think networking
opportunities between students and professional members will be of great benefit to all.
I am so pleased to serve as the ITAA Graduate Liaison and I hope to see you all in New
Orleans.
Casey Stannard

Vice President-Education
Jaeil Lee
Seattle Pacific University

Vice President-Operations
Dee Knight
University of North Texas

Vice President-Planning
Tammy Kinley
University of North Texas

Vice President-Publications
Rinn Cloud
Baylor University

Vice President-Scholarship
Ginger Woodard

Member Voting
Just a reminder that we will be voting electronically for:
 President-Elect
 VP of Scholarship
 VP of Planning
 Treasurer
 Nomination Committee - Member-at-Large



Increase in Membership Dues
Consolidation of Membership Categories

East Carolina University

Graduate Student Liaison
Casey Stannard
Oregon State University
Ex-officio Member

Candidate statements and ballot measures will be included in
the April Newsletter. Voting will immediately follow the
newsletter distribution.
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President’s Message
By Sherry Schofield

Happy 2013! We are excited to begin a new membership year
for ITAA. As president of the organization for this year, I
hope that I can assist in ITAA’s continued quest for excellence
within the organization. Of course, I can’t do it alone. It is
only with the help of Council, Committee Members, the
Executive Director, and the entire membership, that ITAA can
continue to be one of the premiere textile and clothing
organizations.
With this in mind, I want to welcome three new board
members to ITAA’s Council: Mary Lynn Damhorst is our
President-Elect; Rinn Cloud will serve a 3-year term as Vice
President of Publications, and Jaeil Lee takes over the role of
Vice President of Education for three years. Each of these
members brings unique insights to Council and to the
committees that they oversee. I am sure that with the help of
these members, and the existing Council members, we will
have a very productive year.
Of course, we don’t want to start thinking about the New Year,
until we celebrate the successes of last year. I think that we
would all agree that the 2012 Annual Conference in Honolulu,
Hawai’i was enlightening and provided wonderful
opportunities for sharing our research and design scholarship
in a warm and friendly environment. We want to thank Andy
Reilly, Linda Bradley, and their team for a successful meeting.
As faculty from throughout the world mingled, collaborated,
and strategized, it was apparent that, true to the conference
theme, “No One is an Island.”
As part of ITAA’s efforts to increase international
opportunities for our members, the Culture and Industry
Learning Tours Committee organized the Italy trip during the
summer of 2012 (if you haven’t heard any of the details from
someone you know, be sure to ask our Executive Director
about her experiences on the trip). This committee is
proposing another trip to Ghana, scheduled for the summer of
2014. Specific information is available in this issue of the
newsletter. So consider participating in this exciting study
opportunity.

One of the major initiatives from 2012 was investigating
accreditation opportunities for our discipline. We want to
thank Gwen O’Neal for her leadership as the chair of the
accreditation task force. After a discussion on this topic during
our Town Hall Meeting in November, there seems to be
resounding support for this proposal. As such, further
investigation on the possibilities of creating an accrediting body
for the Textiles and Clothing discipline will become a major
initiative for 2013.
Another initiative for 2013 is ITAA’s Annual Conference. This
year, the annual conference will take place in the exciting and
vibrant city of New Orleans. Sheri Dragoo, Wanda Cheek, and
their team have already put in tireless hours as they continue to
confirm their plans for Re-Generation: Building a Forward
Vision. Be sure to search the ITAA Newsletter for their bimonthly updates on things and activities that we might expect
to happen in “N’awlins.”
Finally, I want to assure you that Council will work diligently
through the year to make sure that our member’s needs are
being met. For example, we listened to concerns about the
design submission and review process. So for this year, we will
be outsourcing this service to Juried Art Services. We hope
that this will simplify the submission and review process, both
for designers and the jury. We will then evaluate for ease and
effectiveness, and determine if we want to continue with this
service in future years.
So as I embark upon my year as president, I encourage each of
you to become more involved in ITAA. Volunteer to be on
committees, submit research and teaching presentation
abstracts, submit your creative scholarship to the design
exhibition, or sign-up to participate in the study tour.
Whatever your interests, become more involved. ITAA can
only be as good as its members.

GHANA, WEST AFRICA
CULTURAL LEARNING TOUR for ITAA
May 21 – June 4, 2014

Ghana has a long and rich history related to fabrics, dress and adornment. Kente and Adinkra are two fabrics that
originated in Ghana and remain connected to kinship and royalty. Long regarded as the friendliest country in West
Africa, this cultural learning tour will introduce ITAA members to metropolitan and rural areas of Ghana: Accra,
Kumasi, Elmina, Aseseeso, and Koforidua. The program will include visits to universities, markets, dressmakers,
kente and adinkra villages, wood carvers village and much more. Also included is service to the villages, in
particular The Kentucky Academy in the village of Adjeikrom that was begun by Dr. Kwaku Addo and his wife in
2000. The opportunities resulting from this travel experience include cultural competencies in teaching, research,
and outreach.
Tour Guides: Kim Miller-Spillman (University of Kentucky), Kwaku Addo (University of Kentucky) and Patti
Hunt-Hurst (University of Georgia). Dr. Addo is originally from Ghana and has excellent connections there with
villages and universities. Dr. Miller-Spillman traveled on the UK Ghana study tour in 2010 and continues to
research ways to help Ghanaian women and girls through sewing and apparel. Dr. Hunt-Hurst has been actively
involved in UGA’s Interdisciplinary Ghana Study Abroad program since 2001.
TOTAL COSTS: $5,500.00 (this estimate is 18 months prior to travel; actual costs may be higher or lower)
- this includes Airfare (approximate): $1734.00; Individual Costs: $950.00 +/- (includes a visa for Ghana - $60 for
one year, $85 for 5 years; 19 meals are on your own this is approximately $250, shots/vaccinations required prior to
travel varies per individual, prescription antimalarial drug, insect repellent and other incidentals and tourist items
would vary per individual; Land Costs: $2,816.00 (per person double occupancy, additional $650 for single
supplement), includes all airport to hotel transfers; air-conditioned bus transportation; accommodations in 3 Star
and basic hotels with air conditioned rooms, private baths, TV, telephone, bar and restaurant, swimming pool,
internet access and more; 19 meals are prearranged at restaurants that keep Western travelers needs in mind –fully
cooked vegetables, etc.; all entry fees are included in the tour package; driver and tour guide fees; driver and tour
guide will accompany group at all times.
An orientation seminar is planned for the 2013 ITAA meeting in New Orleans.
Applications and first deposit of $500 due December 15, 2013. Contact Kim Miller-Spillman at
kspill@email.uky.edu or Patricia Hunt-Hurst at phunt@uga.edu for more information.
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Remembering Mary Lapitsky
Dr. Mary Lapitsky, Professor emeritus at The Ohio State University,
passed away of pneumonia on September 30, 2012. Mary’s life was long
and illustrious, living to age 95. On her 95th birthday in January 2012,
she asked how old she was, was told she was 95, and then proclaimed
that it couldn’t be, that it was much too old. Mary was the oldest of 5
children born in a coal-mining town in Pennsylvania. She was a
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy Waves in World War II and received a
scholarship to attend Smith College. She received her Master’s degree
from The Ohio State University, and her Ph.D. from Pennsylvania State
University. Her ground-breaking dissertation research in the social
psychology of dress was completed in 1961 and was entitled, ''Clothing
Values and Their Relation to General Values and to Social Security and
Insecurity." Mary joined the faculty in Textiles and Clothing at Ohio
State in the early 1960s , and taught courses in textile science, economic
aspects of textiles and apparel trade and consumption, and other
topics. She also held an appointment with the Ohio Agricultural
Research & Development Center, through which she conducted many
Photograph courtesy of The Ohio State
textile science studies. She also established a cooperative relationship
University Archives, 1984
with the Ohio Drycleaners Association, and students worked on “reallife” issues that the drycleaning industry faced. Mary advised multitudes of
graduate students, many of whom went on to achieve faculty recognition in their own right in well-known
programs across the country. Mary’s form of advising and mentoring was a combination of “tough love” and
high expectations, delivered with a huge heart and delicious pizzelle cookies.
Mary retired in 1986. She began a graduate student endowment, the Mary Lapitsky Graduate Endowment, that
helps fund graduate student thesis and dissertation research in textiles and apparel or travel to present research
to professional conferences. If you would like to contribute to this legacy in Mary’s name, it is the Mary
Lapitsky Graduate Fellowship (Fund Number 603932) at http://go.osu.edu/lapitsky.
— Nancy Rudd

Nancy Hodges is new CTRJ Associate Editor
Social-Psychological/Education Track
Dr. Nancy Hodges, University of North Carolina - Greensboro, has been selected by the ITAA Publication Policy
Committee to serve as CTRJ Associate Editor for the Social-Psychological/Education Track. The Publication Policy
Committee is very pleased to have Nancy bring her scholarly and research expertise to the CTRJ editorial team!
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Position Announcements Posted Since Last Newsletter
Assistant/Associate Professor, Textiles, Apparel and Merchandising, Indiana State University, click here
Assistant/Associate Professor in Fashion Design, Sam Fox School of Design and Visual Arts, Washington University in
St. Louis, click here
Assistant Professor, Fashion Department, Mount Mary College, click here
Assistant/Associate Professor, Design and Merchandising, Drexel University, click here
Chair, Department of Design, Texas Tech University-Lubbock, click here
Associate Professor, Retail Merchandising and Fashion Product Development, Ohio University, click here
Assistant Professor, Retail Merchandising and Fashion Product Development, Ohio University, click here
Assistant/Associate Professor, Textiles, Apparel, Merchandising, Louisiana State University, click here
Associate Professor, Full-Time Tenure-Track, Fashion Department, Mount Mary College, click here
Chairperson, Department of Dietetics, Fashion Merchandising and Hospitality, Western Illinois University, click here
Consultant, Sustainable Marketplace Initiative in Myanmar, Building Markets, click here
Assistant Professor, Retail Merchandising and Product Development, Florida State University, click here
Chairperson, Department of Family and Consumer Sciences, Ball State University, click here
Assistant Professor, Apparel Studies, University of Arkansas, click here

Special Calls
Call for Papers: Special Issue of European Management Journal 2014, Sustainable Fashion Supply Management: The European
Scenario, seeks the latest research on sustainable fashion supply chain in Europe. Deadline for submission is August 31,
2013. See full announcement for details. ITAA member,Jason Choi, is a Guest Editor for the issue.
Call for Authors: Peer-Refereed Book Chapter Contributions for CRC Press’s Handbook on Fast Fashion Systems:
Theories and Applications, Tsan-Ming (Jason) Choi, Handbook Editor. Inviting contributions each of about 5,000 – 8,000
words. Manuscript/proposal submission deadline is April 30, 2013. See full announcement for details.

Master of Global Luxury Management
NC State University's Poole College of Management and SKEMA, a global business school, have launched a new one year,
dual degree program in global luxury management. This new option in Poole College's Master of Global Innovation Management program includes one semester at NC State, where the curriculum includes courses in management and textiles,
and one semester at SKEMA's campus in France. To see announcement, click here. See more information online
at poole.ncsu.edu/mglm

Publications by ITAA Members
Chowdhary, U. (2011). Fashion or function in dress. Deer park, NY: LINUS.
Chowdhary, U. (2012). Chowdhary, U. (2012). Photographic analysis to test stereotypes. Peer reviewed paper
published at IFHE and Congress Websites.
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Cotton Incorporated Design Award
We are pleased to announce that Cotton Incorporated is sponsoring a new award in 2013 to recognize the
innovative use of cotton in sportswear design. Award details and criteria are being determined now and will
be sent to ITAA members soon.

Design Submission and Review Processes Simplified
Key Features:
Submission process begins on the ITAA website and links to Juried Art Services. Submission files are
uploaded directly to Juried Art Services, where they will be accessible to reviewers.
Submission files include only photographic images and design statement. Copyright release will be an online
check-off.
For Accepted Design Entries, images and statements uploaded for the review process will be used for the
Design Catalog. Proceedings article files are required only for Accepted Design Entries.

ITAA Newsle er Editorial Staﬀ
Editor: Vanessa Jackson, University of Kentucky
E-mail: vpjackson@uky.edu
Media Review Editor: Cynthia Jasper, University of Wisconsin-Madison
E-mail: crjasper@wisc.edu
Managing Editor: Nancy Rutherford
E-Mail: executivedirector@itaaonline.org
The ITAA Newsletter is a bimonthly publication of the International Textile and Apparel Association, Inc. The purpose of the newsletter is to provide
timely information to members. Unsolicited articles should not exceed 300 words. ITAA Editors reserve the right to edit, cut, or not publish all solicited
and unsolicited articles. Articles submitted via e-mail will be acknowledged by e-mail. Articles submitted by mail or on disk will be acknowledged only if
a stamped, self-addressed postcard is included with the mailed item. Neither the editors nor ITAA assumes responsibility for statements made or
opinions expressed by authors of articles published in the ITAA Newsletter. Submissions must be authors’ original works or give appropriate
attribution.
Email newsletter copy to Vanessa Jackson by the following dates: January 15 (for February issue), March 15 (for April issue), May 15 (for June issue),
July15 (for August issue), September15 (for October issue), and November 15 (for December issue). Article, book, thesis, and dissertation titles can be
submitted to Editor for each newsletter..

Call for Proposals – ITAA Annual Conference
Live and Mounted Design Exhibitions
Submission Deadline – June 1
ITAA design scholars are invited to submit proposals to present original design work at the ITAA annual conference, during
the Live and Mounted Design Exhibitions. Work must have been executed within the last 3 years and not previously shown
at an ITAA Annual Conference. Work must be constructed by the designer(s), and must be completed at time of submission.
Undergraduate student member submissions must have a faculty sponsor. The sponsor must be an ITAA active, reserve, or
emeritus member, and one individual can sponsor up to six entries. It is the responsibility of the ITAA sponsor to screen the
entries for quality, completeness, and accuracy and to be actively involved in the submission process. The sponsor will
retrieve the design work at the conference if the student does not attend. All design work presented at the annual
conference will be included in the online ITAA Proceedings. Up to 3 entries per designer or co-designer in any combination
of categories may be submitted. A designer whose work is accepted, or the sponsor, must attend the ITAA Annual
Conference and register for the conference by September 15, allowing the conference organizing committee adequate time
to prepare the Conference Program.
The purpose of the ITAA Design Exhibition is to provide an arena for design work to be juried and shown as a form of
scholarship. Graduate, undergraduate, and professional designs will be juried as separate categories. If more than one
person contributes to a design, the creators will be designated as co-designers. If a faculty member is listed as a co-designer
on a student entry, the entry will be reviewed at the “Professional Level”. The ITAA Design Exhibition includes a live gallery
(static or runway) and a mounted exhibit.
Preparation for Design Exhibition Submission: You must be an active ITAA member to submit a design for
exhibition. Each entrant should log into the ITAA website. If you do not have an ITAA user name and password, you will
be redirected to the ITAA website to join or renew as a member, pay your dues and create your user name and password at
the ITAA site. You must have an account with Juried Art Services before you begin the submission process. No
payment is required to create an account with JAS, but you must have an account in its system to complete the submission
process.
Select a category for review and presentation:
Fiber Art – Textile, apparel, or accessory items with emphasis on aesthetics and the use of materials, surface design
techniques, and/or couture construction. This category can include apparel or non-wearable two- or three-dimensional
designs. If a garment’s stated priority is the surface design or weave structure, a commercial pattern or pattern from
another source may be used. The pattern source must be identified. Formats include:
FALG – Fiber Art Live Gallery
FAME – Fiber Art Mounted Exhibit
Target Market – Garment constructed by the designer from an original pattern, with emphasis on materials, aesthetics,
garment structure, and wearability. This category includes designs targeted toward a specific consumer, market group, or
function. Formats include:
TMLG – Target Market Live Gallery
TMME – Target Market Mounted Exhibit
Select a level for review: PRO – Professional; GRS – Graduate Student; UGS – Undergraduate Student
Create a name or title for your piece (30 word maximum). Do not use all capital letters or special characters, such as
colons (:), asterisks (*), or forward slashes (/). These symbols mean something else in HTML language, so cannot be
included in the title so that it translates correctly for the online Proceedings.
Photograph images of your design. Take a copy of the copyright agreement with you and obtain signatures of the
photographer and, if appropriate, the model. Items should be photographed as they would be used, i.e., apparel must
be photographed against a plain background on a live model, mannequin, or dress form. Non-apparel items must
be displayed as they would be exhibited. Photograph the following:
Image A.
Full front view
Image B.
Full back view of apparel items or different angle view of non-apparel items
Image C.
Interesting design or construction detail

Prepare and preserve originals of images of your design in TIFF or JPEG format, CMYK color mode, with size set to
5” x 7” with at least 300 dpi resolution. If your design is accepted into the exhibition, these photographs will be
used for the Design Catalog.
Prepare a statement about your design describing the purpose of the piece; the design process, including how you
implemented the process; the techniques used to create the piece; and the materials used. You have a maximum of
250 words for this section. There should be no identifying information about the designers in this statement. If
your design is accepted into the exhibition, information from this statement will be used for the Design Catalog.
Plan for payment of review fee ($20 per submission). Be prepared to pay the submission fee at the time of the online
submission. As part of the undergraduate membership in ITAA, undergraduate students may submit one entry for
free.

Detailed instructions for online submission are posted separately on the ITAA Website.
Review Process: Each submission will be reviewed by a double-blind jury of your peers. The jury will view the Abstract
and Images submission only and evaluate each entry based on: (1) Statement of purpose; (2) Implementation of purpose or
process; (3) Aesthetics and visual impact; (4) Quality of technique and execution; and (5) Innovation of design. Acceptance
or rejection for the ITAA Design Exhibition will be based on the jury’s scores.
An on-site review by a set of judges based on physical inspection and submitted abstract of each submission will determine
award recipients. Entries may be disqualified at any level of the review process. Entries may be disqualified if a design is not
delivered on time or by the carrier stipulated in the acceptance email with the appropriate return postage. Designs may
also be disqualified if the submitter (or the submitter’s sponsor) has not registered for conference on or before September 15.
If the overall construction is judged to be poor during the on-site review, or if an apparel design is not easily donned or
doffed, the entry may be disqualified. The minimum openings in non-stretchable fabrics are: neckline 22”; waistline
28”; hipline 37”; and pant hem circumference 12”. Knee-length or longer slim-fit skirts must have a vent, slit, or
flare to allow adequate runway walking ease. Side-seam zippers in bodices must open completely at the arms eye
to allow garments to fit over dress forms that do not compress. An image of the garment as it is worn is to be
included with all accepted pieces. Detailed directions for donning and doffing non-standard garments also should
be provided. Submitters are responsible for all customs fees and charges.
Follow Up: Entrants and their sponsors, if applicable, will be notified via email of the outcome of the jury review, and
designers of accepted entries will be emailed guidelines for the delivery of their piece(s) to the annual conference site where
awards will be determined. Sponsors must be able to deliver and retrieve sponsored designs. Items selected for both the
Mounted and Live Exhibit will need to be delivered or shipped to the exhibit site and items for the Mounted Exhibit must
remain until that exhibit closes.
Preparation of the 2013 Proceedings files. Proceedings file for each accepted design entry must be submitted by
September 15 for the design entry to be included in the Design Exhibition. Proceedings template and guidelines for
preparation of proceedings articles are available on the ITAA website.
Non-Liability: Reasonable care will be taken in handling and displaying accepted items. Neither ITAA nor the facility
hosting the exhibit assumes responsibility for loss, liability, or damages incurred before, during or after the ITAA Design
Exhibition.
Questions?:

executivedirector@itaaonline.org for Nancy Rutherford, Executive Director of ITAA
VP_Scholarship@itaaonline.org for Ginger Woodard, VP for Scholarship

